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status
Today's archive (and past chat's archives) will be posted on http://t.co/GajZHRtk #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Join us on February 1st at 9PM ET for the next chat #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Thank you so much for hosting #rwworkshop chat! Hopefully next time I'll have
better luck with Tweetchat/grid/etc.
Join us on February 1st at 9PM ET for the next chat #rwworkshop
Thank you all for the wonderful chat! It was filled with great resources and better company.
#rwworkshop
Thanks for a great chat. I know I was mostly a lurker, but I enjoyed the convo! #rwworkshop
@alybee930 @kelleemoye @mindi_r Thank you for sharing the link/list! #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
#rwworkshop THE BEST - in TKAM when Scout and Jem first meet Dill; it's great to teach students
how to tag and punctuate dialogue.
#rwworkshop RT @alybee930: @kelleemoye @mindi_r Here is a list of new nfpbs that you can rd
http://t.co/RALRNpyr
Love using Max & Ruby board books with primary students. Great models for writing a small
moment story about everyday life. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye The Can Man for RW and used it for inferring and theme.
Also det impt. #rwworkshop
Like Baseball Saved Us for Mali connections #rwworkshop but favorite is Faithful Elephants for
mood
@MaryBellavance oops! it just came in. forget the other response now. Too slow on this, I guess.
#rwworkshop
LOVE Saturdays and Teacakes by Lester Laminack for SO MANY craft lessons. #rwworkshop
As the chat comes to a close, please share your favorite piece of text to use and the minilesson
accompanied by the text. #rwworkshop
@alybee930 @mindi_r I need to get better at reading PB as a teacher. They are the ones I read the
most as a reader. #rwworkshop
@sfwillclark Not at all. We keep adding new titles to the collection. Also, rereads can be so
powerful. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm @kelleemoye under the apps tab on your settings in @goodreads it says sync your
kindle. Super easy to do! #rwworkshop
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9:57 PM @mindi_r Yes- lots of rereading specific passages. First as a reader then as a reviewer and teacher.
#rwworkshop
9:56 PM @mindi_r @kelleemoye I feel like I'm always reading like a writer. To a point where I annoy myself
#rwworkshop
9:56 PM @alybee930 @kelleemoye Ditto! re: your reviews! #rwworkshop
9:56 PM Katie Wood Ray's Study Driven is a great prof. resource. Lots of ideas for mentor texts.
#rwworkshop
9:55 PM @kelleemoye More and more I find myself reading things multiple times as I think about ways to
use them in my classes. #rwworkshop
9:55 PM @Jreaderwriter Oh yes- read Eat recently and loved how informative yet friendly it was.
#rwworkshop
9:54 PM @mindi_r Still something I struggle with often. There are so many different lenses that we read
with. #rwworkshop
9:54 PM @sfwillclark New at this! Did you see my post about school wide organizing? #rwworkshop
9:54 PM RT @mindi_r: @kelleemoye It takes a conscious effort to read like that. Requires practice for sure!
#rwworkshop
9:53 PM Love Steve Jenkins as mentor author for nf. Used in 1st, 3rd, and 4th. Lots of things to notice.
#rwworkshop
9:53 PM @MaryBellavance Do you care which grade uses certain texts? #rwworkshop
9:53 PM @kelleemoye It takes a conscious effort to read like that. Requires practice for sure! #rwworkshop
9:53 PM @hale27storm to just share from your kindles, you just have to make them public and follow each
other's kindle accounts. #rwworkshop
9:52 PM @kelleemoye @donalynbooks @TonyKeefer @frankisibberson Yes!!!!! #rwworkshop
9:52 PM @hale27storm yes, and there's a way to link it to the quotes section on your @goodreads profile
automatically. #rwworkshop
9:51 PM Ditto! RT @donalynbooks: @TonyKeefer @frankisibberson Text sets? Yes, please. #rwworkshop
9:51 PM @frankisibberson @donalynbooks we need that next book now! #rwworkshop
9:50 PM @wclodfelter I love that feature of the Kindle! #rwworkshop
9:50 PM @mindi_r I think we all do that as teachers. We read as readers instead of teachers. #rwworkshop
9:50 PM We have our mentor texts for rdg and writing organized by topic in baskets. Located in our prof.
library. Staff sign them out. #rwworkshop
9:49 PM @TonyKeefer Ha. Ha. ;) I did just figure out you could search for skills the other day, though. Pretty
neat. #rwworkshop
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9:49 PM the hardest part for me is reading with my "writer's eye." Instead I get caught up in the story.
Forget to mark great passages. #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @hale27storm do you have a kindle? The highlight/notes feature has been great for me to keep
track. #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @TonyKeefer @frankisibberson Text sets? Yes, please. #rwworkshop
9:48 PM @kelleemoye you have a blog? Who knew? ;-) #rwworkshop
9:46 PM @hale27storm Good idea! Could have a reading and writing tab and then put in skills, page #s, etc.
#rwworkshop
9:46 PM @kelleemoye I'm on your site a lot! Promise! #rwworkshop trying to use books like Delirium for
craft
9:45 PM @sfwillclark Hm. I've never heard of any strategies- would love to hear any ideas you get.
#rwworkshop
9:45 PM @kelleemoye yes! Maybe I will start a google doc #rwworkshop
9:44 PM Any ideas for how to organize mentor texts as a whole school?#rwworkshop
9:43 PM @frankisibberson text sets? Will this be in your next book? #rwworkshop
9:43 PM @hale27storm (Not tooting I swear) You can always search a skill on my blog & it'll show you the
mentor texts we've listed. #rwworkshop
9:42 PM @hale27storm I mark them, but I don't have a document where I've kept track. I need to make a
spreadsheet. #rwworkshop
9:41 PM @frankisibberson great science related website, explores why things happen
Not all is great for elementary, but lots are #rwworkshop
9:41 PM @hale27storm Me too. #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @kelleemoye <3 <3 RT: There is a spreadsheet that @ohmandee started with picture books with
minilessons http://t.co/VHRed01a #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @FoodieBooklvr @kelleemoye Thanks! Please share the doc & add to it! =)
https://t.co/fY60N7ho #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @TonyKeefer what are the why files? #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @bookyarncafe great point about rereading. That is an important concept to model #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @TonyKeefer I did not know about whyfiles! Thanks for sharing. Just bookmarked. #rwworkshop
9:39 PM RT @TonyKeefer: For nf there are lots of great web resources too. Like wonderopolis
And the why files are 2 of my faves #rwworkshop
9:38 PM I need to do a better job at marking excerpts in novels to use as mentor texts. I can never find an
example when I need it #rwworkshop
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9:38 PM @Ann11reader3 I haven't used these as mentor texts, but some students are loving them as
resources for informational writing #rwworkshop
9:38 PM @jennann516 #rwworkshop yeah, I find that tough too.
9:38 PM For nf there are lots of great web resources too. Like wonderopolis
And the why files are 2 of my faves #rwworkshop
9:37 PM @kelleemoye We used Rags to Riches (about Dickens) with A Christmas Carol with 6th graders.
#rwworkshop
9:37 PM @bookyarncafe I've used picture books for some things. Love using Chris Van Allsburg for writing
mystery and inferring. #rwworkshop
9:37 PM @TonyKeefer We're starting to use same story multiple times. Students are not used to re-rding
independently, so we model skill. #rwworkshop
9:37 PM Blog is http://t.co/rBPOh5CG #rwworkshop
9:37 PM And not to self-promote, but Jen @mentortexts and I blog and include information for teachers to
use as mentor texts/minilessons #rwworkshop
9:37 PM @kelleemoye @wclodfelter Tupac's book, Decoded and Keesha's house all lived by reluctant
readers #rwworkshop
9:36 PM @Ann11reader3 Haven't used them, though I know students who have read and enjoyed them.
#rwworkshop
9:36 PM I try to pull sets of books that naturally build on each other when I am planning minilessons. Books
that invite specific talk. #rwworkshop
9:35 PM @kelleemoye @mardieteach Agreed. With the PB talk, I had just been wondering what others were
using. #rwworkshop
9:34 PM #rwworkshop I love Ralph Fletcher's new book of mentor texts.
9:34 PM @mardieteach I'm trying to work on "mixing it up" so I have a variety, including picture books.
#rwworkshop
9:34 PM How about the nonfiction companion books with Magic Treehouse Series? #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @mardieteach @bookyarncafe Sometimes PB are the best way to intro/reinforce sometimes
novels or articles are a better choice... #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @mardieteach @bookyarncafe I like to mix between all the different types of text. #rwworkshop
9:32 PM I'm listening in to #rwworkshop. Keep the good stuff coming:)
9:32 PM @kelleemoye @tonykeefer plus the students are already comfortable with text #rwworkshop I
like it!
9:32 PM In our school we haves worked to share different ways. We have
learned that if kids know story well deeper thinking happens #rwworkshop
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9:31 PM @melissathomson @hale27storm I use Scholastic magazines often as well. #rwworkshop
9:31 PM @TonyKeefer Taking one picture book and expanding on it really helps build a book community
too. #rwworkshop
9:31 PM @bookyarncafe I like using similar texts to the ones they'll be using as well. Use novels, articles,
nonfiction text #rwworkshop
9:30 PM @hale27storm I have a hard time choosing nonfic mentor texts, too. I use newsmagazines (TFK,
Scholastic News) frequently #rwworkshop
9:29 PM @kelleemoye Brave Irene #1 was for writing descriptive lang, #2
was inferring, #3 today was vocabulary development #rwworkshop
9:29 PM @TonyKeefer How did you use it today?
9:28 PM @kelleemoye will do! It's Tupac's poetry...kids love it #rwworkshop
9:28 PM @Johnlit360 We use Journeys for our intensive reading program. We read every day and journal
once a week as well. #rwworkshop
9:26 PM @TonyKeefer Clarifying- same picture book for many lessons? #rwworkshop
9:26 PM Oops, realized I missed a word. Using same book for "multiple
lessons" ex used Brave Irene for 3rd time this year today #rwworkshop
9:26 PM that they want us to demo w text similar to their choice novels (tough for them to
understand/believe the connection at times) #rwworkshop
9:26 PM The other Side for symbolism #rwworkshop
9:25 PM Has anyone used the Who Was...? series
9:25 PM @wclodfelter I don't know that one- you should add it to the spreadsheet: http://t.co/g5rMmWKq
#rwworkshop
9:25 PM I know pic books are popular for mini-lessons, but recently getting feedback from stdts who have
done #rwworkshop for several years...1/2
9:24 PM @melissathomson thank you for this! Need more nonfiction mentor texts #rwworkshop
9:24 PM @Johnlit360 Have students read, reflect, journal using independent novels. Also do minilessons
outside of program. #rwworkshop
9:24 PM And just about anything by Chris Van Allsburg. Sweetest Fig and Wretched Stone are good for
inferring. #rwworkshop
9:23 PM @Johnlit360 We have to use a basal too since I am an intensive reading class; however, I mix in
reading workshop with it. #rwworkshop
9:22 PM @FoodieBooklvr #rwworkshop yest. Was 1st day. Exhausted.
9:22 PM @melissathomson @mindi_r Same here. I feel like I spend so much time looking for resources.
#rwworkshop
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Hi all thought I'd stop by for a while #rwworkshop
What are some mentor texts that you use for different minilessons? #rwworkshop
@mindi_r LOL. I loved that session. Tweaking their ideas #rwworkshop
@mindi_r Thinking Through Genre's on my wishlist. I have more minilesson resources for writing
than reading, want to balance it #rwworkshop
@wclodfelter That is hard to change. I still judge books by covers... #rwworkshop
@mindi_r Oh my goodness!!! That is hilarious!!! (And I didn't know he had a session- bummer I
missed it.) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye that's what I'm hoping! They're still so picky about the covers. I'm hoping to change
that. #rwworkshop
I still can't believe my auto correct changed seymour simon to drunken simon while in his session at
NCTE.
@wclodfelter That would help with getting those books checked out too- brilliant. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm I can imagine- he has many exemplar texts. Great for text features. #rwworkshop
My plan for when we go back is to use excerpts from books kids haven't really been checking out
from the class. lib. #rwworkshop
Some of my go-to resources for lesson ideas are Thinking Through Genre and Study Driven
@kelleemoye yes. Focusing on text structures and features, as well as craft. Loving them, but
deciding which ones to buy is hard #rwworkshop
@jellyrace Linda at http://t.co/49IlHTuY just blogged about Roxaboxen the other day too.
#rwworkshop
I'm on TweetChat and it seems to be okay. #rwworkshop
@hale27storm Love his books! They are some of the best informational nonfiction books on
science. Mostly his Smithsonian books. #rwworkshop
the other day someone tweeted about Roxaboxen. So I just picked it up from public library.
@kelleemoye @ohmandee Great resource! #rwworkshop
@mindi_r Tweetcaster is having issues too. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r yes. I'm just on my feed. And it's slow #rwworkshop
tweetdeck seems to be broken, so I'm trying tweetchat, but nothing's coming thru. anyone else
having trouble?
Any great ideas for getting teachers to move beyond the 5 paragraph essay just to "pass the test"?
#rwworkshop
There is a spreadsheet that @ohmandee started with picture books with minilessons
http://t.co/g5rMmWKq #rwworkshop
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break was restful, but now I feel like i am back on the treadmill
@mindi_r we had a two hour delay. It was nice to ease back in #rwworkshop
Yesterday was my first day back, too! So exhausting! #rwworkshop
Welcome all :) Today I wanted to have us share our favorite minilessons, mentor texts, etc.
#rwworkshop
@FoodieBooklvr I understand- I felt that way yesterday. #rwworkshop
ready
I will try to make it through the #rwworkshop chat tonight but I am a walking zombie #firstdayback
@hale27storm I'm great Haley- how are you? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye yeah! How are you? #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Less than one minute! Everyone ready?
Who is joining us today? #rwworkshop
Time for #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Less than an hour until #rwworkshop chat! Join us at 9PM ET to discuss
minilessons.
Less than an hour until #rwworkshop chat! Join us at 9PM ET to discuss minilessons.
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tonight! Join us at 9PM ET to
discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tonight! Join us at 9PM ET to
discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tonight! Join us at 9PM ET to
discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
#rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tonight! Join us at 9PM ET to discuss minilessons
& share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tomorrow! Join us at 9PM ET to
discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is tomorrow! Join us at 9PM ET to
discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
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1/2/2012 10:47 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 10:46 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 10:46 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 10:20 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 10:08 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 9:54 PM Need contemporary photos to inspire writing? #rwworkshop LightBox 365: A Year in Photographs
http://t.co/fMH6MfMR via @TIME
1/2/2012 9:54 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:52 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:37 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:34 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:34 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:34 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:33 PM RT @kelleemoye: #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM
ET to discuss minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 8:33 PM #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat is this Wednesday! Join us at 9PM ET to discuss
minilessons & share your favorite one. (Pls RT)
1/2/2012 1:25 PM Who has ideas for teaching generating ideas for narratives(gr.2&3)? Beyond heart maps,love
it/hate it,Wilfred Gordon... #rwworkshop #engchat
1/2/2012 1:19 PM Teaching Narrative Writing?A Tree Named Steve is a good mentor text for generating ideas.
http://t.co/Mw1LEtf6 #rwworkshop #elemchat #edchat
1/1/2012 7:49 PM @kelleemoye Are we doing #rwworkshop chat this week?

